FORTY     THOUSAND      AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
The prices, as far as I could judge at the moment, were
on the same scale as those paid to the natives for their furs
(225 roubles for a polar fox, 20 for a squirrel, and so on).
'And now look here what we got from the natives last
year.5 Stukater rummaged through his pile of papers—
"22,470 polar foxes, 1275 ermines, 48 polar wolves, 27 polar
hares, 1000 white squirrels . . . and that is the Taimyr
region only! Can't you understand what fun it is to work
and build here?'
I thought of another man who had wanted to colonize
Arctic Siberia as a merchant adventurer: Mr. Lied, who
had looked at me so sadly as I left him in London.   I was
glad to have met Stukater.    He confirmed what I have
always believed: that the really constructive man works for
work's sake and regards the money reward only as the yard-
stick of success, as a source of further power, or, at the
worst, as a basis of security for his own life—under capitalism
as well as under a Soviet regime.   I like that type of man;
he moves the world forward.   I told Abram Abramovitch
so.   He did not mind the parallel.   But he insisted on one
difference.    eln capitalism3, he said, £the ownership of the
means of production wields absolute power, and the system
works in a different direction in the end.    With private
enterprise the driving motive can only be individual profit
—this is not a moral consideration but an economic law.
Here I am restricted in my personal power by the criticism
of the community and by the fact that it is the people as a
whole who own that which I, as their trustee, build and
direct.   When I lose their confidence I am deposed and
another man steps into my shoes.   And that is right, because
everything that is created and built is due to their sweat
and effort.   I am only co-ordinating and directing.   And
the greater personal satisfaction arising from the fact that
from my post I can look over the whole, while they stand
only at one wheel or one section—that is ample reward.'
It is commonplace to state that one of the fundamental
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